**PowerMeter HP 437B**

**Short description**: 437B High Performance Single Channel Average Power Meter. The Agilent 437B power meter is a low-cost, high-performance, single-channel, programmable, average power meter compatible with the 8480 family of power sensors. Depending on which power sensor is used, the 437B can measure from -70 dBm (100pW) to +44 dBm (25W) at frequencies from 100 kHz to 110 GHz.

**Features**

- Power reference for automatic calibration and zeroing ;
- Duty cycle entry for a convenient peak power representation of the measurement average power ;
- Ten preloaded sensor card factors versus frequency ;
- Frequency Range: 100 kHz to 110 GHz (50 GHZ with our Power Sensor).

**Localisation** :

**Personne(s) ressource(s)** : Pascal Simon,

**Site Web** : www.uclouvain.be/welcome
**Contact** : info-welcome@uclouvain.be